
SCP AC conference call 

March 18, 2019, 2:00PM-3:00PM 

 

Present: Trina Pundurs (UCB), Jared Campbell (UCD), Sarah Wallbank (UCI), Kevin Balster (UCLA)  Sarah 
Sheets (UCM), Yoko Kudo (UCR), Elaine McCracken (UCSB), Shi Deng (UCSD/SCP), Liz Miraglia (UCSD),  

Absent: Marcia Barrett (UCSC), Becky Culbertson (UCSD/SCP), Cat Lu (UCSF) 

Recorder: Yoko Kudo (UCR) 

 

1. Announcements 

UCB, UCI, UCLA, UCM, UCSB: No announcement. 

UCD: Position for the Head of Metadata Creation posted. 

UCR: Issue with Alma/OCLC data sync processing shared by email. 

UCSD: Interviews for the Content Acquisition and Resource Sharing Program Director position finished. 

 

2. SCP Update 

Becky is working on the DOAJ package. 

Donal is working on the JSTOR issues with news titles, MARC records and holdings management. More 
update next month. 

Chinese DDA: Records loaded via OCLC Data Sync found about 500 matched records lacking parallel 
pinyin Romanization. OCLC is investigating the problem.  

Preparing to transition from the single to separate record approach; looking at setting day 1 on April 1.  

 

3. Discussion item related to switching to separate record policy for phase 1 

 

Phase 1--new titles cataloging; phase 2-- retrospective changes 

Title changes associated with new titles: 
When the earlier titles are already cataloged using print version records, SCP will delete the print based 
records and export records for e-version, which will have a code indicating that they are for replacement 
(599 $b). Records to be deleted and those for replacement will be distributed in the same file. 



Becky will begin with cataloging for new titles, and then new titles with title changes that are also new. 
Title changes that involve print version records will be worked on after the proposed is approved. 

Five campuses currently using the single record policy will let Shi know if the planned practices will work 
fine for them. More discussion at the next month’s call. 

UCSD: Begin separate records following SCP’s new practices. 
UCD: Will follow SCP. 
UCLA: Still in discussion. 
 

For an earlier title associated with new title on print record, should SCP add a code (599 $b) to new 
online  record only, or to print record that will be deleted as well?  

UCB: Same code for both records will be a problem. Different codes would be fine.  

UCI: Record example with the 599 note would be helpful. Shi will ask Becky about it. 

More discussion next month. All campuses will consult their staff on this and contact Shi and Becky for 
any questions.  

 

4. Serial records for numbered monographic series 

The draft has been shared on Google Doc for comments/questions (two examples included). This is a 
new procedure, although it was once discussed in 2017. A serial record serves as a cover record for a 
mono. series that has a landing page. 

UCSB: Concerned about possibly having two types of records (serial and mono. set?) for the same title. 
Shi will let Becky know about this. Also has some Primo display issue with Methods in Enzymology (one 
of the examples in the draft) 

Elaine will share Becky’s response to UCSB’s questions with the group.   

 

5. Hathitrust URLs 

Postponed to next month.  

CDL addressed the issue that Hathitrust titles appear as held by UC campuses on Melvyl due to CDLER 
holdings added to the records. See CDLINFO article for details. 

6. Revision of CDL Conventions for Cataloging Electronic Resources 

Postponed to next month.  

 

Next meeting: April 15, 2019. 


